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Drafting aids
Drafting aids are an important set of tools and visual aids that help with speed and accuracy in the drafting process.
Getting to know these commands and how they work will make drawing much easier.
Right-Click Mouse

Select Drafting Aids
Tip – If you don’t see this menu when you select
Right-Click try pressing ESC a couple of times. If any
drawing section is in edit mode another menu will
appear.

Grid
Size x and y set grid size
Bold step x and y are markers between number of x
or y size steps.
Snap to Grid Nodes [F9] (Toggle on/off)
Snaps Draw start points to closest grid point
Show grid [F7] (Toggle on/off)
Tip -If you can’t start a draw command at the point
you want then try turning off.

Polar Tracking
Polar tracking helps draw commands along guide lines set at
specific degrees (e.g. every 45°)
Polar Tracking On [F8] (Toggle on/off)
Increment angle (set the degrees at which you want your
cursor to align along a polar angle.
Try - Turn Polar tracking on. Select Draw/Line click screen
and drag mouse right. If the line is horizontal you’ll get a
marker ending in < 0°. Without clicking move cursor around
centre point in counter clockwise direction. If polar increment
angle was set to 45° you’ll get a marker at every 45° step.
E.g. First < 0°, then < 45°, < 90°, < 135° , < 180°, < 225° and <
360°
Tip – The polar marker will not appear if Tracking is off or you
have not selected a draw command.
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Object Snap
Object snap allows you to snap a new drawing element to
part of existing element
Object Snap On [F3] (Toggle on/off)
End Point – Snaps the start or end point of a new drawing
element to the end point of an existing element when the
end point marker appears.
Mid Point - Snaps the start or end point of a new drawing
element to the mid point of an existing element when the
mid point marker appears.
Centre - Snaps a new circle drawing start point to the centre
of an existing circle when the centre point marker appears.
The cursor must be over an existing circle edge before the
marker appears.
Node - Snaps the start or end point of a new drawing
element to any individual points created using the
Draw/Point command.
Intersection - Snaps the start or end point of a new drawing
element to any intersection of two existing elements.
Perpendicular - Snaps the start or end of a new line when
the new line meets an existing line edge at a 90°.
Tangent - Snaps the end of a new line drawing element to a
circle edge when that line end touches the edge of a circle at
90°.
Nearest – Snaps a new drawing element to the edge of any
existing drawing element.
Grips – Snaps the start or end point of a new drawing
element to ends and centre of existing lines & arcs and 45°
markers on circles and ellipses. The marker appears on
corners of polygons as well as 4 points on closed splines. It
appears in the centre of rectangles when the cursor touches
the edge. It appears on all points of polylines and multilines.
Try – All these commands in different combinations to get
used to them.
Tip – You must have both Object Snap On and have a
selected Object Snap before the requested action will work.
If you select a draw command and move over existing
elements, the selected marker(s) will appear when you’re
cursor finds it.
You can select any number of these markers to be active at
any one time. Be careful however as they can be confusing
and frustrating when not needed. If you can’t select the
drawing start point you wish the use F3 to temporarily
disable all snaps.
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Draw Commands
This is a basic summary of the draw commands.
Select Draw from the Top Toolbar

Draw Menu

Command Line

Drawing elements can be generated in 2 ways. They can be created by selecting a specific draw tool from the Draw
Menu or by using line commands at the command line. Line commands can be difficult to remember and confusing
if you’re not used to them. The easiest way is by using the mouse and the Draw menu. For accuracy it’s sometimes
best to use combinations of both.
In the descriptions below I’ll use DM: for Draw Menu and CL: for command line.
TIP -

If the draw command you’ve chosen doesn’t seem to be doing what you expect, then look at the command line. It
usually indicates what the command is waiting for.

TIP -

You can select different line thicknesses by using the right hand By Layer dropdown on the toolbar under the main
toolbar. You can also change line thickness for each segment by using the properties option. (Left click, segment will go
pink, right click and properties) You can view the line thicknesses in your drawing by using Ctrl-T. This will toggle view
line thickness on and off.

Point
Draws a single point or node on the screen
DM:

Select Draw/Point from the main toolbar. A left mouse button click on the working screen will add a single
point. These points are indicated by a small x.

CL:

POINT <enter>
Specify a point
100,100 (These are specific screen co-ordinates)
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Line
Draws a line by using mouse/mouse & length/Start & end points
DM:

Select Draw/Line from the main toolbar. Start the line with a single left mouse click, move the mouse to the
required length, and end the line with a left click. To continue with another line move mouse again and left
click again. To terminate the draw process Right mouse click.

Tip -

For accuracy you can start the line with a single click, move the mouse in the direction you want the line, then at the
command line you can type the actual length.

Try –

Turn Polar on
Select Draw, Line. Click once on screen to add start point.
Slide mouse to right and move up and down until polar indicates horizontal
To the specify a point question enter 50 < enter>
You should have a horizontal line 50 units long.

CL:

LINE <enter>
Specify a point
100,100 <enter> (This is the start point for the line)
Specify a point
100,150 <enter> (This is the end point for a vertical line 50 units long)

Try -

The same command but with the end point of 150,100.

You should have a horizontal line 50 units long.

Circle/Radius
Draws a circle by radius length
DM:

Select Draw/CircleRadius from the main toolbar. Start the circle by a single left mouse click on the point on
the screen where you want the centre of the circle.
Drag the mouse to the right the length of the circle radius and end with another single left mouse click.

Tip -

Try -

For accuracy you can start the Circle with a single left click, move the mouse in any direction away from the
centre and without a mouse click, go to the command line and type the actual length.
Select Draw, Circle/Radius. Click once on screen to add start point.
To the specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <>: 50 <enter>
You should have a circle with a radius of 50 units long.

CL:

CIRCLE <enter>
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Specify centre point for circle or [2p/3p]:
100,100 <enter>
To the specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <>: 50 <enter>
{For Radius you can select 2p and this will ask for first (start) point and second (end point) but the result
above will be the same. For diameter you must use 3p}
This will give you a circle with a center at screen co-ordinates 100,100 and a radius 50 units wide.

Circle/Diameter
Draws a circle by Diameter length
DM:

Select Draw/CircleDiameter from the main toolbar. The process for producing a circle using Diameter rather
than Radius is exactly the same.

CL:

The process is the same but you must select 3p to Specify centre point for circle or [2p/3p]: The program
uses a triangle to create the circle by diameter. This is quite tricky and is probably best avoided unless you
can do the math.

Try -

CIRCLE
Specify centre point for circle or [2p/3p]:
3P <enter>
Specify first point on circle:
100,100 <enter>
Specify second point on circle:
150,100 <enter>
Specify third point on circle:
170,120 <enter>
This will draw a circle using 3 points.

Ellipse
Draws an ellipse
DM:

Select Draw/Ellipse from the main toolbar. Start the Ellipse by a single left mouse click on the point on the
screen where you want the centre of the circle. Drag the mouse away from the center and enter a single
left mouse click to set the first radius length. Now on the same horizontal plane drag the mouse out to give
a wide 90 ° radius or move back towards the centre to give a narrow 90° radius. This 90° radius is what
distorts a circle and makes the ellipse.
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CL:

ELLIPSE <enter>
Specify Center point:
100,100 <enter>
Specify rotation angle and first radius:
90, 50 <enter>
Specify second radius:
60 <enter>

Try -

The co-ordinates above will draw an ellipse. Try the commands again but vary the screen co-ordinates and see what
happens

Rectangle
Draws a rectangle
DM:

Select Draw/Rectangle from the main toolbar. Start the Rectangle by a single left mouse click on the point of
the screen you want the first corner of the rectangle. Drag the mouse away from that point to form the
rectangle. When you’re happy with the rectangle’s shape and size left mouse click to lock the opposite
corner.

CL:

RECTANG <enter>
Specify first corner:
100,100 <enter>
Specify second corner:
150,200 <enter>

Polygon
Draws a polygon. You can specify the number of sides.
DM:

Select Draw/Polygon from the main toolbar and you’ll receive a Draw Polygon pop up. From the pop-up
enter the number of vertices. (Same value as the number of sides). Start the Polygon by a single left mouse
click on the point of the screen where you want the center of the polygon. Like a circle/radius move the
mouse out to expand the shape to the size you’re happy with. End with single left mouse click.

CL:

POLYGON <enter>
From the pop-up box select the number of vertices.
Specify Center point:
100,100 <enter>
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Specify start point:
300,300 <enter>
Try -

The co-ordinates above will draw a polygon. Try the commands again but vary the screen co-ordinates and
see what happens

Polyline
A polyline is a connected sequence of line segments created as a single object. This is an important command when
inserting complex hatching.
DM:

Select Draw/Polyline from the main toolbar. Start the line with a single left mouse click on the working
screen, move the mouse to the required length and left mouse click again. Continue extending the polyline
until you have built the shape you want. Right click mouse or select enter to end or type close <enter> at
the command line to close the loop between of the last point to the start point.

CL:

PLINE <enter>
(Need to follow up how these command lines work. You can use the mouse to mark the pline points. You can
change the line shapes before the next mouse click by entering Pgon, Line or Arc <enter> at the command
line. When complete type End to stop at last point or Close to return the last point to start point.)

Spline
Spline is similar to a polyline. A spline is a smooth curve that passes through or near a given set of points. You can
control how closely the curve fits the points.
DM:

Select Draw/Slpine from the main toolbar. Use the same process a producing a Polyline.

CL:

No line command equivalent available.

Tip-

There are several preset Spline line curves available. Left click the spline line. Right click and select properties. Select your
preferred style from the Fit Type dropdown.

Multiline
DM:

Select Draw/MultiLine from the main toolbar.
Multiline is similar to polyline but draws two parallel lines side by side instead of a one. The style of this line
can be customized by selecting Edit/Multiline Style from the top toolbar.

Text
Inserts single line text into your CAD project. Use for single line labels.
DM:

Select Draw/Text from the main toolbar. Then select where you want to position the text by a single left
mouse click on the working screen. Drag the mouse vertically to size the height of the text and left mouse
click to confirm. Drag the mouse right and left mouse click to select rotation.

Tip-

Dragging right rotates 90° and thus the text is positioned horizontally. If you want the text vertically then drag the
mouse up.
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You’ll now get a pop-up where you enter the Text. Select OK when complete and the text will be placed on
the screen. If you wish to adjust the position then highlight (text will go pink) and use the move command. If
you wish to alter the text properties then highlight (text will go pink), Right mouse click and select properties
from the menu. The properties box will appear on the left of the window. Changing the Height property will
reduce in increase the text size.
CL:

TEXT <enter>
Specify insertion point of text:
100,100 <enter>
Specify height:
2.5 <enter>
Specify rotation angle of text:
90 <enter>
Enter Text:
Enter Text in Pop-Up as above

MText
MText Inserts a block of Multi line text into the CAD drawing. This is useful for entering notes or description detail
into your drawing.
DM:

Select Draw/MText from the main toolbar. Select where you want to position the text by a single left mouse
click on the working screen. Drag the mouse vertically and horizontally to form a box and left mouse click to
confirm. Enter the Text in the Pop-up box and OK to complete. If you wish to adjust the position then
highlight (text will go pink) and use the move command. If you wish to alter the text properties then
highlight (text will go pink), Right mouse click and select properties from the menu. The properties box will
appear on the left of the window. Changing the Height property will reduce or increase the text size.

Tip -

To change the default text Font and Size parameters, use Edit/Text Style from the main toolbar.

Try -

Try creating some text and change the Font Colour and Font style.

Hatch
Hatch allows inserting hatch patterns such as brick, paving or decking inside closed drawing forms such as circles,
squares, rectangles, triangles or more complex shapes using spline or polylines.
Tip -

For this command to work you must have a closed element to work with. Try starting with a simple circle or rectangle to
understand how the commands work.
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DM:

Select Draw/Hatch from the main toolbar. From the hatch pop-up select the hatch pattern from the pattern
field. If you’re not sure what you want then use the drop down to pick one and you’ll see it in the preview
screen. While the Pattern field is blue you can use the up and down arrows on your keyboard of the centre
role wheel of your mouse to scroll through what you want. When you’ve found the appropriate pattern and
before confirming you may need to alter the scale. You may need to experiment with this as it depends on
how you’ve done your drawing. The larger the scale values the bigger the hatch pattern. You can also change
the hatch angle; this is useful for paving or brickwork.
Once the hatch values are set you then need to select the object in which you wish to insert the pattern.
If you are inserting into a closed entity made of a single perimeter such as a circle, ellipse, rectangle or closed
polyline then use the Pick Points. The cursor will appear with a hatch pattern. You now select inside
perimeter of the element you wish to fill and it will turn pink. Perform a single right mouse click and select
OK
If you have a drawing that has a closed space made up from separate touching sections (e.g. a square made
of 4 separate lines with all corners touching.) you need to select Pick Entities. The cursor will appear with a
hatch pattern. You now select all the individual sides of the shape you wish to fill. Perform a single right
mouse click and select OK.

Tip -

If when using Pick Entities and the hatching does not appear, you may have a gap in the perimeter. To check zoom in
and verify that each entity of the shape touches or is linked and the shape is completely closed. For complex shapes
using the polylines can help. To close gaps try the Explode command – See Modify/Explode

CL:

HATCH <enter>
At this point follow the process above. Using the command line command Hatch activates the same pop-up.

Try-

Create several shapes using circle or rectangle, Polyline and a closed shape using individual elements and try and fill
them with hatch patterns.

Insert Block - (Not included yet)
Insert Raster
Use this option to insert Photo images into your drawings. Raster images convert the pictures pixels and align them
in a grid form. In CAD they can be treated like any other drawing element.
Tip-

To make the insert raster process easier, ensure you know where your images are and are easy to find. They need to be
standard image formats such as jpeg, gif etc. To keep your drawing file size within reasonable limits try not to use too
many large picture files.

DM:

Select Draw/Insert Raster from the main toolbar.
The first time you select an image the standard windows search pop-up will appear asking you to select an
image file. Select your picture file and the insert image pop-up will appear.

Tip -

Any subsequent selection will start with this pop-up and you’ll need to choose new if you wish to add a new image.
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Confirm the photo file is the one you want and select insert. The cursor will return to the working screen and
have a smiley face attached. Select the point where you want the image inserted with a single left mouse
click. Drag the mouse away to form a frame for your image and when you’re happy with the image size,
confirm with a single left mouse click. The image should now appear. To change the image position on the
screen you can highlight and use the move command. To change the image size, left click inside the frame
and drag the blue corner points in or out. To set exact frame sizes left click the frame, then right click and
select properties. The width and height parameters will alter the frame size.
CL:

IMAGEATTACH <enter>
Use the process above as once you select imageattach the process is driven from the pop-up as described
above.

Summary of the other commands on the Draw Menu
Leader - Creates arrow lines with a single text line annotated to it. Useful for labels
DM:

Select Draw/Leader, draw your line and right click to end, and then enter annotation words.

CL:

LEADER <enter>

Dim Linear – Creates Linear Dimension labels. Useful for added dimension lengths to your drawings
DM:

Select Draw/Dim Linear, select first point of length, select second point, drag mouse away and left click.
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CL:

DIMLIN <enter>

Dim Aligned - Same as Dim Linear only Dimension Labels appears at same angle as the dimensions being measured.
DM:

Select Draw/Dim Aligned, select first point of length, select second point, drag mouse away and left click.

CL:

DIMALI <enter>

Dim Radius – Creates a Radius Dimension Label for a circle.
DM:

Select Draw/Dim Radius, select first point on edge of circle, drag mouse away and left click.

CL:

DIMRAD <enter>

Dim Diameter – Creates a Diameter Dimension Label for a circle.
DM:

Select Draw/Dim Diameter, select first point on edge of circle, drag mouse away and left click.

CL:

DIMDIA <enter>
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Dim Angle – Creates an Angle Dimension Label for a corner, arc or two points around a circle.
DM:

{Corner} Select Draw/Dim Angle, select first side, second side and left click and mouse away and left click.
{Circle} Select Draw/Dim Angle, select point, move clockwise or counter clockwise to second point, left click
and drag mouse away and left click.
{Arc} Select Draw/Dim Angle, select arc edge, left click and mouse away and left click.

CL:

DIMANG <enter>

Tip –

To change the arrow type, text and units use the Dim Style from Edit/Dim Style from the main toolbar.

Modify Commands
Modify commands allow you make changes to drawing elements after the element has been incorporated into you
project. Basic commands include Erase, Copy, Move and Rotate as well as a few more complex editing functions such
as Trim, Mirror, Scale and Join.
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Modify Menu

Command Line

In the descriptions below I’ll use MM: for Modify Menu and CL: for command line.

Copy
Enables you to copy drawn segments and re-use in your drawing.
MM:

Select Modify/Copy from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Left click the drawing element you wish to copy. You can select multiple items or one by one or left click the
mouse and drag a rectangle over a group of segments to copy as one block.

Tip –

If you drag the mouse from top right, left and down over your items you’ll see a dotted line. This will select any item
within the rectangle and any segment the box crosses. If you start the selection box top left and drag right and down,
you’ll see a solid line and only select items that are within the box.

Single right click once you have completed your selection. Now left click the copy item(s) at any point, move
the cursor to where you wish to place the item(s) and left click. This will place the copy on the working
space.
Tip -

When tagging the segments to move after selecting them it’s a helpful if you have snap to edge and polar on. This
makes it easy if you wish to copy in a specific line from the current location.

Try -

Ensure snap to edge and polar is on. Draw a horizontal line. Select Modify/Copy and left click the line. Right click and
move cursor to edge and left click to select to copy. Without clicking move mouse up a short distance in a vertical
direction. On the command line enter:

50 <enter>
This will copy the line 50 units up. If you are familiar with AutoCAD this is similar to using the offset
command and can be very useful when drawing structures in exact lengths away from know segments.

CL:

COPY <enter>
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Select objects (right button – stop):
Use mouse to select object and right mouse click to stop
Select base point or displacement:
Use mouse to select end of object and drag the mouse up or down.
Specify second point of displacement or <use first point as displacement>
50 <enter>
Specify second point of displacement
Either continue copying segments or <enter> to end.
Try -

Try the above set of commands but after Select base point or displacement: select the end of the object and drag the
mouse as far away as you can up or down. Now do multiple 50<enter>. You should see a series of copies of the line each
50 units apart.

Move
This command enables drawn segments to be moved to alternative positions.
MM:

Select Modify/Move from the main toolbar. The cursor will have a + attached.
Left click the drawing element you wish to move. You can select multiple items one by one or left click the
mouse and drag a rectangle over a group of segments to move as one block. Right click once you have
completed selection.
Left click one point on item or block of items to move. Drag mouse and move mouse to new location and left
click.

Tip-

Like copy you can move items in specific units from its current location.

CL:

Move <enter>
Select objects (right button – stop):
Use mouse to select object and right mouse click to stop
Select base point or displacement:
Use mouse to select end of object and drag the mouse up or down.
Specify second point of displacement or <use first point as displacement>
50 <enter>
Specify second point of displacement
Either continue copying segments or <enter> to end.

Erase
Command enables you to erase single or blocks of items.
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MM:

Select Modify/Erase from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select the item or multiple items using the left click button. Items selected will be pink, Right click when you
are complete. The selected items will be erased

CL:

Select objects (right button – stop):
Use the mouse to select items as above.
The selected items will be erased.

Tip – Selecting items and pressing the delete key on your keyboard will also remove items.

Rotate
Rotate command allows you to rotate a selected item or block of items around a single point.
MM:

Select Modify/Rotate from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select the item or multiple items using the left click button. Items selected will be pink. Right click when you
are complete.
Select a rotate point by using a left mouse click. Move the mouse in a clockwise or counter clockwise
direction around the rotate point and left click when your rotation is correct.

CL:

ROTATE <enter>
Select objects (right button – stop):
Use the mouse to select items as above.
Specify base points:
If you know the rotation co-ordination point then enter of select point with mouse.
Specify rotation angle:
90 <enter>
This will rotate the selected item around the selected rotate point by 90°

Scale
Scale changes the size of a selected item or items by a specific scale factor. This command is used as part of the scale
printing process. See Printing.
MM:

Select Modify/Scale from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select the item or multiple items using the left click button. Items selected will be pink. Right click when you
are complete.
Left click a point on the item(s) and drag the mouse. Left click when the new size is correct.

CL:

SCALE <enter>
Select objects (right button – stop):
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Use the mouse to select items as above.
Specify base point:
Either enter known base point or use mouse to select with a left mouse click.
Specify scale factor:
2 <enter>
This will increase the size of the selected items by a factor of 2.

Mirror
The Mirror command allows you to duplicate selected items by producing a mirror image of them.
MM:

Select Modify/Mirror from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select the item or multiple items using the left click button. Items selected will be pink, Right click when you
are complete.

Tip -

You’ll need to select an imaginary mirror line. To help understand this command, draw a rectangle and use the upper
right and lower right corners as the two mirror points.

Select the first point of mirror line and left click mouse. Drag mouse and select second point of mirror line.
If you wish to move the current image to the mirror position and remove the current image select left mouse
click. If you wish to keep the current image as well as the new mirror then hold the shift key at the same
time as your left mouse click.
Try -

Draw a small rectangle and with the mirror command try and mirror a rectangle on either side.

CL:

MIRROR <enter>
Select objects (right button – stop):
Use mouse to select object and right mouse click to stop
Specify first point of mirror line:
Either enter screen co-ordinates or left click with mouse.
Specify second point of mirror line:
Either enter screen co-ordinates or left click with mouse.
Remember use Shift left mouse click if you wish to retain original objects.

Explode
Explode breaks a single entity into separate parts. E.g. explode will break a rectangle into 4 separate lines.
MM:

Select Modify/Explode from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select the single entity item and right click.
If you mouse click any side following explode they will not be joined.
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CL:

EXPLODE <enter>
Follow the same process as above.

Join
Opposite of Explode. Join will join separate segments into a single entity. This is very useful if you want to create a
single closed loop for hatching.
MM:

Select Modify/Join from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select the individual entities you wish to join and right click.
If you mouse click any side now they will be joined as one group.

Tip –

Join will not close gaps. If any segment you select is not touching to any other it will not join. Use the Modify/Explode
command to link gaps.

CL:

JOIN <enter>
Follow the process above.

Trim
Trim is one of the most useful of the modify commands. It enables you to cut away or trim any unwanted sections of
your drawing.
Tip –

To help understand trim imagine a cross. If we specify the horizontal line of the cross as a cutting edge and choose the
vertical line above as the segment to be removed, then when we execute the trim the bottom vertical line will remain.

MM:

Select Modify/Trim from the main toolbar. The cursor will have an S attached.
Select your segment that will be your cutting edge or edges then right click mouse. Now select the segments
you want trimmed away.

Try-

Draw a horizontal line then three vertical lines that cross it. Use the trim command to take two of vertical lines above
the horizontal away and one below.

Tip -

If you are removing a segment that has two cutting edges then you can select the two sides as cutting edges at the
same time.

Try -

Draw a rectangle, then a line through the centre, crossing the top and bottom sides of the box. Now using the trim
command trim away the line segment that is inside the box.

CL:

TRIM <enter>
Select the cutting edges…
Use the mouse to select the cutting edges then right click.
Select the edges to trim or shift-selected to extend:
Use the mouse then select the segments to trim. Right click to end.

Extend
Extend will extend a line to meet then end of another segment.
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MM:

Select Modify/Extend from the main toolbar.
Use the mouse to select the boundary edges then right click.
Select the object to extend.
This will extend the object to the next end.

Try -

The help understand this draw 2 parallel lines. On one end draw a vertical line that does not quite reach the corner of
the opposite line. Then follow the extend command process and select both the horizontal lines then right click. Then
select the small vertical line. The line will extend and close the gap.

CL:

EXTEND <enter>
Select boundary edges …
Select both boundaries and right click
Select object to extend or shift-select to trim:
Select the object to extend.

Other Commands
The detail here is just an overview of these by Main Toolbar item. Anything more useful there’ll be a little extra
detail. Printing is tackled in a section of its own.

File Menu
New –

Starts a new sheet. You’ll be asked for a sheet size. This allows to work within a sheet boundary.
Tip –

Some follow up required as I’m not sure how this boundary works. As far as I understand you’re drawing at a
scale of 1:1 and most drawings will sit outside the boundary. You’ll need to scale anything too big to fit. {See
scale or printing}

Site Setup -

Pop up allows you to setup an initial rectangular site boundary.

Open -

Where you open your .vec drawing files.

Save/Save As- Are grayed out in the Lite version but are normally are the commands to save your work. In the Lite
version you can only save on Exit (or Selecting File/New and opening a new file.)
Print -

Performs printing (Same as Plot in AutoCAD). See printing.

Recent Files -

Displays a list of recently open GardenCAD files.

Exit -

Exits the Program

Edit
Edit/Undo -

Undoes the last command. You can keep undoing more than once.
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Edit/Redo -

Redoes the last undo command.

Edit/Cb Cut -

Cuts the selected drawing segments to the GardenCAD clipboard

Edit/Cb Copy - Cuts the selected drawing segments to the GardenCAD clipboard
Edit/Cb Past -

Tip -

Cuts the selected drawing segments to the GardenCAD clipboard

You can select individual segments or highlight a block by left clicking outside the required segments, hold and drag the
mouse to form a box around the segments and release mouse and left click again. All segments should be pink.
These commands are used as part of the printing to scale process – see printing.

Try -

Try drawing some items, highlight and Cb Cut, then Cb Paste. All items should be cleared from screen then return.
Edit/Snap Grid On/Off, Grid Style/Object Snap/ Object Snap – This is another way to toggle these commands on/off.
See drafting Aids

Edit/Text Style -

See Draw/Text

Edit/Dim Style -

See Draw/Dim Linear

Edit/Multiline Style –

See Draw/Multiline

Edit/Image Manager –

Helps manage inserted images. Shows file name and some picture stats.
See Draw/Insert Raster.

Edit/Attribute Edit –

{No info}

Edit/Attribute Manager – {No info}

View
View/Zoom Extends -

Zooms in using the widest edges of the segments in your drawing as the edges of the
frame.

View/Zoom Windows - Zoom by using your mouse to determine the display frame.
View/Zoom -

Zoom uses the last zoom frame

View/Zoom In -

Zoom in using each left click of the mouse

View/Zoom Out -

Zoom out using each left click of the mouse

View/Zoom Selected -

Zoom by using selected segments as the zoom focus.

View/Zoom Realtime -

Zoom in and out but holding down the left mouse button and dragging the mouse up and
down. (Same as using the centre wheel)

Apart from View/Pan, these commands help manage your picture view if you don’t have a centre wheel on your
mouse.
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View/Pan -

Hold centre wheel down and hand will appear. While holding down wheel move drawing
left, right, up or down. If you have no centre wheel then see Pan Realtime.

View/Pan Realtime -

If you have no centre wheel this option allows you to do the same Pan function as above by
holding the left button down instead.

View/ Redraw -

Regenerates your drawing.

Layers
Layers/Layers Dialogue - Pop up helps you manage the GardenCAD layers process.

Default Layer

Use New to create a new layer

Give your layer Name, Colour and line
detail. You can also set; Invisible, Lock for
editing, and Do not print.

Try-

Try these commands yourself. Set some layers, give them a unique name, colour and see have they work

Layers/Layers Dialogue – Allows you to change the layer order.
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Hold the Layer name you want to change
and drag it on top or below other layers.
Move the layer order round anyway you
want. In this example if you left click the
word construction (It will go red) and
while holding the mouse button down,
drag below 0. This will lay any 0 drawing
elements on the top of construction

Information
This set of commands helps you measure both segment lengths and surface area within a perimeter.
Information/Distance – Measures the length of a segment or group of segments.
Tip- It’s easier if you have End Snap on when measuring lengths.
A: Find length of single line.
Left click left edge, drag mouse to right edge,
left click. Distance will appear under cursor
and in Command Line. Right click to end.
B: Find lengths of individual segments.
Same as above but left click each end
separately as you move along the pattern.
Each segment length appears as you left click.
Right click at end.

Information/Area – Measure the area within a perimeter by selecting points.
To find the area of this square select a
start /end corner with a left click. Travel
around the perimeter and left click each
corner. To find the area the last left click
must be the point you started.
In this example each side length is 2000
mm. The area is 4000000 mm²
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Information/Area from Pick – Measures the area of a single entity shape by clicking inside the perimeter.
If you have a closed perimeter
shape such as a circle or square
then select Area from Pick and
left click inside the shape. The
internal area appears in the
command line.

Information/Drawing Info – Gives you some information about your drawing.
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Information/Location Data – Gives you information about a selected segment.
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Planting
Planting gives you the opportunity to insert some pre-saved design blocks into your drawing. The blocks in
GardenCAD light are plant drawings.
Planting/Blocks – When Selecting Planting/Blocks you’ll get a planting block pop up.
Planting Blocks Pop UP

Plant is inserted into the working
screen. Plant is pink as it is in editing
mode. From here you can move,
change size and rotation.
Tip – All blocks inserted are the same
size. You change the size once they are
on the screen. If you can’t see your
objects try changing the view to Zoom
Extends and Zoom in.

Resize block – Left Click Drag In
Or Out/Click
Stretches image In/Out -Left
Click/ Drag In or Out/Click
Rotates Image – Left Click/Drag
clockwise/counter clockwise/Click
Moves block – Left Click/Drag/Left
Click

Tip –

You can give these blocks specific identities by highlighting the block and selecting from the Top Toolbar Edit/
Attribute Manager. There is a link between the data entered here and a database that can be found by
selecting Planting/Database. In the Lite version there is an error. This may be available in the full version I’m
not sure.
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Other Right Mouse Click Options
As well as drafting aids there other several other commands when you right click the mouse.
Tip –

Right click options change if any segment is pink and has been selected for editing. In this state right-click will display
the standard editing commands. Use the Escape [esc] key if you want to cancel any active editing segments.

REPEAT -

Repeats the last command.

Zoom Extends – See View/Zoom Extents
Zoom Window – See View/Zoom Window
Undo –

See Edit/Undo

Redo –

See Edit Redo

Properties –

Displays the properties of the segment you’ve selected. If none them it will be the general layer
information.

Drafting Aids – See Drafting Aids
Options –

Options give you the ability to change the configuration of your Workspace.
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Display – The general working
screen. To change the
background colour select the
Colour Palette button and select
the required background, save
and OK.

Selection – The line and cursor style
of your workspace.

Drafting – The style of the Snap alerts

Import/Export – Some parameters used when importing from products like AutoCAD
Profiles – {No Info}
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Printing
Printing can be handled in two basic ways. You can print your work directly to an attached printer, or print to a
Adobe Acrobat PDF output file. The first is simple but is limited by the quality and size of your printer. The second
uses a PDF writer to convert your output into standard document handling format. This can be used by printing firms
to print your plans on larger paper.

Printing to your attached printer
From the File option on the main toolbar select print. The print pop up box will appear.
Your attached printer
Scale to fit- formats your print onto the size
and orientation of paper you’ve selected
Centre the print- centers you’re drawing on
the paper you’ve selected.
Set Print Area.
Extends is the same view as Zoom Extends
Display is the current screen view.
Window is a view you set with the mouse.

Preview your print
Tip –

If you have trouble centering your print try using Window in the Set Print Area. When you select window then select pick
the cursor will return to the work screen. Left click and drag your mouse to form a frame around your drawing and left
click to stop. The print pop up will appear again. Press OK to print.
Remember if you set some of your drawing using Layers and you selected do not print you’ll have some missing
segments on your output.

Try -

Try using the 3 Set print Area options to see how your print comes out.
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Printing to a .pdf file
What is a PDF file and why use it?
PDF or Portable Document Format is a file format developed by the Adobe Corporation. It has become a pseudo
standard for document distribution in a compact, platform independent way. PDF files can contain Images, Text and
Hyperlinks and allow documents to be transported anywhere and processed without having the software installed
that created it (In our example GardenCAD or AutoCAD) All each receiving device requires is a working Adobe PDF
reader.

Standard Printing Flow

User generated output (e.g.
CAD drawing)

Your PC’s printer uses a specific
printer driver to convert and
print to your printer. You need
GardenCAD to read the drawing
file

Output is printed directly to
your printer

Adobe PDF Writer creates a
standard format file.

Use Adobe Acrobat reader to view and or print using
the standard printing process. File can be E-mailed
to printers for printing. GardenCAD does not need to
be installed.

Print to Adobe Driver

User generated output (e.g.
CAD drawing)

What you need
In order to print using the Adobe print output process you’ll need to download and install a PDF writer onto your PC.
Once this is installed, it will appear like any other available printer on your printer list.
Note:
You can find some more information including a training video at the www.landscapetutor.net site
Go to the GardenCAD section Using GardenCAD Pro - CAD software for Landscape & Garden Design and look at
13 Printing a GardenCAD drawing:
14 Installing CutePDF - printing a GardenCAD drawing to a PDF file:

Here’s a quick summary.
1. To create (print to) PDF files you’ll need a PDF Writer.
You can get CutePDF for free from http://www.cutepdf.com/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp
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Select Free Download and Run, Run and accept license

You make get a question to install a
PS2Converter. Click ‘yes’ to this pop up.

When the install process is complete, check that the CuetPDF is available by checking your installed printers.
Do: Start/Control Panel/Printers and Other Hardware/View installed printers or fax printers.
CutePDF

2.

To view PDF files you’ll need a reader. Most PC’s will have this but if not you can get a free download from
the Adobe website. http://www.adobe.com/ and select Get Adobe reader.

You now be able to print to the PDF writer rather that directly to your printer.
Try -

Follow the process for Printing to your attached printer and when the print pop-up appears select the Change button to
the right of your Printer Device at the top. From the Printer Setup pop up select CutePDF from the Name drop down list.
Then OK and OK. Then rather than the print appearing you’ll be asked to save the file. Once complete find the file and
open it. The Adobe Reader will open the file and from here you can use the standard print commands. [Top left is the
Print Icon]
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Tip-

Make a note where the file is saved. It makes it easier to find. It’s also good practice to do a preview before creating.
.PDF drivers enable a large range of papers sizes so the default setup may not be what you want
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Printing using Scale
The Printing a GardenCAD drawing at Using GardenCAD Pro - CAD software for Landscape & Garden Design has a
section covering printing headed Plotting a drawing to a defined scale. As a guide it’s worth seeing this.
Basic Printing Scale Summary
Printing to scale is transferring your model drawing to the GardenCAD clipboard, pasting it into a New Page using the
Pages command, scale down your picture using Scale and overly it to fit the new paper size.
Here’s a quick step by step.
Check using File/Print that your device can handle the size of paper you’ll be using. If you wish to create to a PDF
then ensure your Printer Device is the PDF writer.
Create a new working page with the paper size you want our final drawing.
From the Top Toolbar select Pages/Create Edit Pages.
Create New page and name

Select your final paper size

`
Once complete go back to your Model screen. Select Pages and Model from the pop-up.
Tip – Use the Information/Distance command to measure the width of both the paper of the new page you just created and the
width of your drawing (Model). This will help you give you an idea how much you need to scale down.

From the Top Toolbar select Edit/Cb Copy and Left Click, Drag frame around drawing, Left Click and Right Click to
End. This will copy your drawing to the clipboard.
From the Top Toolbar select Pages/Select Page/Select the page you created previously. Zoom out and centre
From the Top Toolbar select Edit/Cb paste and your model will be pasted onto your new page.
From the Top Toolbar select Modify/Scale
Specify base point: 0,0 <enter>
Specify scale factor<>: [enter your scale factor] <enter>
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Your pasted selection should be pink (editing mode when first pasted) so you can move it around using the move
command. If your scale is still not correct then erase the model from the page and repeat the paste and scale step
with an amended scale factor. Once you’re happy either print directly to your printer or create a PDF file and take to
your local printing office.

TipTry –

Getting your scale factor correct might take a few goes.
Try doing a few basic drawings of house blocks and work out the best scale factor to use when using A1 or
A2 sheets. It’s worth doing a few test prints and getting them printed and checked with a scale rule. Once
you’re confident with the calculations you could build up a table so it’s easy later on.

